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Abstract. Multi-attribute analysis is a popular tool in many economical, managerial, constructional etc problems. The
objective of this research is to develop and implement a methodology for multi-attribute assessment of multi-alternative
decisions in road construction. After a rough overview of multi-attribute decision support for assessment of road design
alternatives, the COPRAS approach was selected. This methodology is applicable to the problems with large numbers of
scenarios and criteria. A case study is used to demonstrate the concept of multi-attribute assessment of road design alternatives and the best road design alternative is determined. The research has concluded that the COPRAS method is appropriate
for use.
Keywords: road design, alternative, multi-attribute assessment, COPRAS method.

1. Introduction
Roads and bridges have a special role in infrastructure
of cities and residential areas. These infrastructure objects
are complex engineering facilities and their construction
and use require much special scientific knowledge.
The harmony in the residential environment much
depends on the density of road network and the number
and capacity of bridges. As of late, the research of general
plans [1] and the sustainable development [28] and transport flows [911] receives increasing attention. Methods to
evaluate citizen opinions [1215], special forecasting methods [16] and decision support systems [17] are being developed for integrated assessment of variants of sustainable urban development.
Constant growth of the number of traffic participants
demands expansion of district, national and arterial roads
and especially the highway network. Alongside with construction of new roads, adding of more lanes to the existing
highways plays an exclusive role.
In expansion of the highway network, preparation of
good design documentation has an important role. Considering large costs of road construction and widening, it is
very important to select as rational solutions as possible.
Therefore it is also necessary to assess accumulated previ-

ous experience in order to improve quality and longevity
of roads. A special attention must be paid to road safety.
Quite a few scientific researches are performed in these
fields.
Roads in the Baltic States are affected by varying
Northern climate, which causes additional problems of
maintenance. In order to improve road safety in winter,
additional measures are needed, which damage road surface and have negative effect on the environment [18].
Currently, the road safety on Lithuanian roads is the
worst compared to other EU countries. Lithuania ranks the
last among all EU countries according to the number of
people killed in fatal traffic accidents per one million residents. Ratkevièiûtë et al [19] provide an exhaustive analysis of causes behind the accident rates and offer means to
increase the road safety. Kapski and Leonovich [20] analyse probabilities of accident rates. Kapski et al [21] attempt to adjust the theory of catastrophe to the progress of
a traffic situation when a conflict results in a road accident.
Kashevskaya [22] and Leonovich and Kashevskaja [23]
analyse the problems related to the quality of road infrastructure and, on the basis of the main statements of the
road quality management theory, offer a few methods to
guarantee high quality road maintenance.
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The quality of roads and bridges and flyovers as part
of roads depends on the quality of design solutions. The
quality of these solutions is determined by knowledge of
designers and their ability to apply the latest and the most
advanced constructional and technological solutions. Road
surfacing was analysed by Ziari and Khabiri [24],
Laurinavièius et al [25], Petkevièius et al [26], Radziszewski
[27], Chang et al [28], Ziari et al [29] in order to improve
its longevity and maintenance qualities. Bridge constructions were analysed by Kamaitis [30, 31], Witzany and
Zigler [32], Witzany and Cejka [33], Marzouk et al [34],
Frangopol and Liu [35], Miyamoto et al [36] seeking to
improve their maintenance qualities and longevity.
Important research is being performed in order to apply the theory of reliability in designing roads and bridges
[3741].
When planning to construct roads and determining
which road sections need repair of surfacing, the actual
condition of road surface must be assessed. However, methods for assessment of road surface and its construction have
their limitations. It is easy to notice that some of them are
insufficiently precise, others too complex. When assessments are based on one of the attributes  as is usually the
case  the best solutions are not always selected.
In construction of new or renovation of old highways,
the following attributes for assessing design solutions are
the most important: cost, duration of construction, longevity, environmental issues, economic validity. The best solution is sought, to achieve the best values of these attributes.
However, it is impossible to get all the best values at a time.
Thus Multi Attribute Decision Making (MADM) methods
are used to deal with such tasks.
2. Short review of use of MADM methods to deal with
civil engineering problems
Considering the nature of information available to
decision makers, MADM can be classified into the following groups [42]:
1) Methods based on quantitative measurements. This
group consists of common methods of the multiple criteria utility theory and of some new methods: TOPSIS, VIKOR, COPRAS.
2) Methods based on initial qualitative assessment,
the results of which later take a quantitative form.
This group consists of analytic hierarchy methods
(AHP), as well as the methods based of game theory
and fuzzy sets.
3) Methods based on quantitative measurements but
using a few criteria to compare the alternatives
(comparison preference method). This group consists of preference comparison methods:
ELECTRE, PROMETEE.
4) Methods based on qualitative data not using a trans-

formation to quantitative variables. This group
comprises verbal decision analysis (VDA).
Methods within all these 4 groups are successfully
applied to deal with engineering, including civil engineering, problems [18, 10, 13, 1517, 28, 4358].
The COPRAS [43] method developed by the authors
was used for real estate [44], to assess sustainability of the
city of Vilnius [16] and its residential areas [2, 8], to make
sustainable revitalisation of derelict property [55], to assess construction investment projects [42], to select rational
technological construction processes [45], to assess building refurbishment processes [46], to select variants of monolith floors [47] and to develop decision support systems
[17].
The TOPSIS method is successfully used in designing
road surfacing [28], in dealing with issues related to sustainable revitalisation of derelict property [7, 48, 55] and
reliability of bridges [40], in selection of the most effective
variants for external walls of multi-storey residential houses
[56] etc.
The VIKOR method was used to deal with issues related to sustainable revitalisation of derelict property [54].
The methods of the theory of gambling were used to
select a rational variant for road reconstruction [41], to
model refurbishment of construction objects [50], to assess
compactness of a sustainable city [6] and to assess the solutions for external walls of multi-storey residential houses
[57]. The AHP method was used to select a rational variant
of the design documentation for a large transportation system [10]. Fuzzy sets methods were used to deal with the
task related to construction of a water supply pipeline [52],
to select house construction strategy [53] and to deal with
the aforementioned tasks [7, 40, 48, 54].
The ELECTRE-3 method was used to determine preferences when selecting a public transport expansion scenario [13]. The PROMETEE method was used to assess
investment projects [51]. Verbal analysis of engineering and
construction designing work was performed [54].
It must be noted that only a few of the mentioned
MADM applications are related to dealing with road and
bridge construction tasks. Use of MADM methods in other
fields of construction is justified. This article  using the
COPRAS method [43] developed by the authors  attempts
to select a variant for expansion of a highway in Thuringia
(Germany) from 4 to 6 lanes. It is attempted to illustrate the
rationality of use of MADM methods in road and bridge
construction.
3. Case study
A typical assessment and selection of alternatives based
on multiple criteria is a multi-stage process and follows the
algorithm provided in Fig 1.
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3.1. Assessment attributes [41]
Longevity  x1. Longevity is one of the most important attributes in assessment of highway design documentation. The total price much depends on the needed longevity. Thus we have a road while it can be used without expenditures on renovation. Cheap solutions determine large
renovation costs and usually become more expensive in the
end. For instance, asphalt and concrete surfacing can be
compared.
Construction price  x2. One of the main requirements
for designing is to strive at as small construction price as
possible. But at the same time to guarantee good quality,
hardness, to achieve the shortest duration of construction,
to guarantee smaller number of detours or changes of direction and to reduce the number of accidents in stages of
construction and maintenance. It is important to consider
interests of all owners living in neighbouring land plots.
Environment protection  x3. Construction of new or
renovation of old highways has negative effect on nature.
Damage to environment must be minimised during construction. The roads are part of the landscape. They cannot
deface the terrain. The amount of earthworks and duration
of construction must be minimised during construction.
Special methods are being developed for this purpose using the theory of mass service and neural mathematical
models [59] and special methods for preparation of work
schedules [60].
Strategic environment studies are used in the EU.
Therefore special studies must be performed. The effect on
flora, fauna, soil, water, air, climate, landscape, existing
situation and environment quality must be determined, also
considering the demand growing with time. Consumption
of natural resources, CO2 emissions and increased noise
must be assessed as well.
Economic validity  x4. Economic validity of construction much depends on average distance for soil transportation. Thus when preparing profiles of a road, the distance
between the embankment and excavations must be considered. Transportation distances and volumes of transported
soil have serious influence on construction costs and duration.
Construction duration  x5. Because reconstruction
of highways impedes communication, endeavours are made
to reduce the duration of work as much as possible. Speedup requires additional costs and foreseeing more capacity
(labour force and machinery). Thus it must be considered
whether it is really necessary. The most rational way is to
find such construction variants that could help to reduce
construction duration.
Asphalt surfacing is not rigid. It usually consists of an
upper layer, the lower layer and the roadbase. Weather and
temperature variations during construction can affect the
quality and longevity of different variants of asphalt surfacing.

Fig 1. Structure of the multi-criteria assessment of road design
alternatives

Fig 2. Weights of attributes representing different stakeholder
groups (Wa and Wb)

Highways with concrete surfacing have an advantage.
This surfacing is rigid, rheology depends less on loads and
temperature, thus it is stable and does not deform. No tracks
appear and elevations emerge due to stopping heavy vehicles. Besides, concrete roads are less sensitive to the effect
of water. The older and more porous is the asphalt, the more
serious the effect of water on asphalt concrete solidity.
Therefore the lifetime of concrete roads is from 20 to 30
years and of asphalt concrete road surfacing from 15 to 20
years. Upon expiration of this term the road must be renovated.
3.2. Weights of attributes [41]
Two expert groups representing different stakeholders
from the society interested in project implementation were
formed to assess weight of attributes. Their survey and the
processing of data revealed two variants of weights of efficiency attributes provided as diagrams in Fig 2.
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3.3. Construction variants [41]
Variant 1. Construction of a new road by changing
the axis and gradients of the highway and using concrete
surfacing. Change of gradients requires deep excavations
and embankments, ie large amount of earthwork. It makes
up 70 m3/m in average.
Variant 2. Construction of a new road by changing
the axes and gradients of the highway and using asphalt
concrete surfacing. Only the surfacing differs compared to
variant 1.
Variant 3. Construction of a new road by changing
the axes and retaining the gradients of the highway with
concrete surfacing. When the gradients are retained, the
amount of earthwork is reduced in variant 3. It makes up
36,2 m3/m.
Variant 4. Construction of a new road by changing
the axes and retaining the gradients of the highway but with
asphalt concrete surfacing. This variant corresponds to variant 3, only surfacing differs.
Variant 5. Construction of a new road retaining the
axis and the gradient of the highway with concrete surfacing. The amount of earthworks in this variant is similar to
that of variant 3. Only duration differs.

Variant 6. Construction of a new road retaining the
axes and the gradient of the highway with asphalt concrete
surfacing. Variant 6 corresponds to variant 5, only the road
surfacing differs.
The following efficiency attributes are calculated to
assess the listed variants according to design documentation: price, duration of construction, distance of transportation, noise level and longevity. They are taken from the
article by Peldschus [41] and provided in Table 1.
Table 1 shows that there are no alternatives where all
values of attributes are the best. Normalised values of the
first attribute are the most varied among themselves. If we
take the ratio between the optimal and the biggest value,
this ratio is within the interval [0,53; 1,00]. The ratios of
other attributes are as follows: second [0,87; 1,00], third
[0,95; 1,00], fourth [0,91; 1,00] and fifth [0,90; 1,00]. If
these intervals would be multiplied by corresponding attribute weights, then these intervals with weights Wa would
be the following: the first attribute [0,28; 0,53], the second
attribute [0,10; 0,12], the third attribute [0,10; 0,12], the
fourth attribute [0,10; 0,12] and the fifth attribute [0,10;
0,12]. And in case of weights Wb the values would be the
following: the first attribute [0,04; 0,08], the second attribute

Table 1. Decision-making matrix: values of attributes for road design alternatives
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[0,50; 0,70], the third attribute [0,07; 0,08], the fourth attribute [0,07; 0,08] and the fifth attribute [0,07; 0,08]. When
assessment is based only on the most important attribute
(biggest weight), then based on the first attribute and with
weights Wa, the following string of alternatives would be
obtained (starting with the best alternative): 1 > 3 > 5 > 2 >
4 > 6. Whereas based on the second attribute and with
weights Wb only the first and the second alternatives differ
from the remaining four, thus we have the following string
of alternatives: 6 » 3 =4 = 5 > 2 » 1.
3.4. Applying COPRAS (the multiple criteria
complex proportional assessment of alternatives)
method
The MADM method assumes direct and proportional
dependence of the significance and utility degree of investigated versions on a system of adequate description of the
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alternatives and on values and weights of the attributes.
Determination of significance, the priority order and
the utility degree of the alternatives is carried out in 5 stages:
1. Weighted normalised decision-making matrix D is
formed (Table 2).
2. The sums of weighted normalised indices describing the jth alternative are calculated.
3. The significances Qj of the compared alternatives
describing the advantages S+j and disadvantages Sj of the
alternatives are determined.
4. The utility degree Nj of alternative aj is calculated.
5. The priority order of the alternatives is determined.
Stage 1. The weighted normalised decision-making
matrix D is formed. The purpose of this stage is to receive
dimensionless weighted values from the comparative indexes. When the dimensionless values of the indexes are
known, all criteria, originally with different dimensions,
can be compared.

Table 2. The data obtained in multi-attribute analysis of road design alternatives
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The equation is used as shown below:
xij ⋅ qi

d ij =

n

, i = 1, m;

(1)

j = 1, n,

∑ xij
j =1

where xij is the value of the i criterion in the j alternative of
a solution; m  the number of criteria; n  the number of
the alternatives compared; qi  the weight of i criterion.
The sum of dimensionless weighed index values dij of
each criterion xi is always equal to the weight qi of this
criterion:

qi =

n

∑ d ij ,

i = 1, m;

(2)

j = 1, n.

j =1

Stage 2. The sums of weighted normalised indexes
describing the j version are calculated. The versions are
described by minimising indexes Sj and maximising indexes S+j. The lower the value of minimising indexes, the
better (price, noise level, distance of transportation, duration of construction). The greater the value of maximising
indexes, the better (using time). The sums are calculated as
follows:
m

m

i =1

i =1

S + j = ∑ d +ij ; S − j = ∑ d −ij , i = 1, m;

j = 1, n. (3)

In this case, the values S+j (the greater this value, the
more satisfied the stakeholders) and Sj (the lower this value,
the better is the goal attainment by the stakeholders) express the degree of goals attained by the stakeholders in
each alternative project. In any case, the sums of 'pluses'
S+j and 'minuses' Sj of all alternative projects are always
respectively equal to all sums of the weights of maximising and minimising criteria by

S+ =

n

m n

j =1

i =1 j =1

∑ S + j = ∑ ∑ d +ij ,

S− =

n

m n

j =1

i =1 j =1

∑ S − j = ∑ ∑ d −ij ,

j = 1, n.

i = 1, m;

(4)

Stage 3. The significance of comparative alternatives
is determined based on description of positive (pluses) and
negative (minuses) project characteristics. Relative significance Q of each project aj is calculated as follows:
n

S − min ⋅ ∑ S − j
Q j = S+ j +

j =1

n

S
S − j ⋅ ∑ − min
j =1 S − j

,

j = 1, n.

(5)

Stage 4. Project priority is determined. The greater is
Qj, the higher the project efficiency. When Q1 > Q3 > Q5 >
Q2 > Q4 > Q6 (in case of weights Wa), then the first version
has the highest priority (Table 2). And when Q1 > Q2 >
Q3 > Q5 > Q4 > Q6 (in case of weights Wb), then the first
version has the highest priority again. The first alternative
in all cases of weights is the best alternative.
Significance Qj of project aj indicates the degree of
satisfaction of demands and goals pursued by the
stakeholders. The greater is Qj, the higher the efficiency of
the project. In this case, the significance Qmax of the most
rational project will always be the highest. The significance
of remaining projects is lower as compared with the most
rational one. This means that all demands and goals of
stakeholders will be satisfied to a smaller extent than it
would be in case of the best project.
The degree of project utility is determined by comparison of the analysed project with the most efficient
project. In this case, all the utility degree values related to
the analysed project will range from 0 to 100 %. This will
facilitate a visual assessment of the projects efficiency.
The equation used for calculating project aj utility degree Nj is given below:
Nj =

Qj
Qmax

100 %;

(6)

where Qj and Qmax  the significance of the project obtained from Eq (5).
The degree of utility Nj of alternative aj indicates the
level of satisfying the needs of the stakeholders in the
project.
Having determined the ratio between the degree of
utility and the value of a project, one can see the level of
the complex effect achieved by investing money into any
of the projects. There is a complete clarity about the better
variants of investment and about the efficiency degree of
the investment.
The results of the multi-attribute assessment of alternative road designs are in Table 2. From the values, it can
be seen that the first version is the best. The utility degree
N1 = 100 %. The second alternative according to its priority in case of Wa was established as the fourth best variant.
Its utility degree is N2 = 76,70 %. The second alternative
according to its priority in case of Wb was established as
the second best variant. Its utility degree is N2 = 95,85 %.
The degree of project utility reflects the extent to which
the goals of the stakeholders are attained. For example, the
significance of the difference between the utility degree of
Project 1 (N1 = 100,00 %) and Project 3 (N3 = 90,78 %)
shows that Project 1 is by 5,98 % more useful than Project
3 (in case Wa).
The results of calculation (Table 2) show that the first
variant of the project according to established conditions
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conformed to purposes and needs of decision makers. The
6 alternative is the worst one considering its utility degree
in all cases of attribute weights. The utility degree with Wa
is N6 = 68,98 % and N6 = 85,32 % with weights Wb. This
shows that the first alternative is by 31,02 % more useful
than the 6 with Wa, and by 14,68 % with Wb.
4. Conclusions
In order to effectively select a road design, it is necessary to carry out an exhaustive investigation of all possible
solutions (alternatives). The efficiency level of a particular
road design alternative depends on a large number of factors, including longevity, construction price, environment
protection, economic validity, construction duration etc.
The MADM method COPRAS provides an opportunity to select the best alternative of road design taking into
account multi-attributes having different measurement units.
The priority (rank) of alternatives depends on attribute
weights (on stakeholder priorities) and on values of the selected evaluation attributes.
The selection of a road design alternative by this
method allows evaluating different interests of different
stakeholder groups.
The research has concluded that the COPRAS method
is adequate for complex evaluation of road design alternatives. Applying this method, the best road design alternative  the first alternative  was selected and implemented.
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